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GUNTRACK PROJECT
Gun Violence Reduction through Intervention and Deterrence

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

In 1996 the GUNTRACK Project was initiated to address gun violence in Joliet, Illinois. Much of the gun violence
can be attributed to a gang problem that has been maturing since 1982. While numbers decreased by 52% between
1990 and 1999, there were still 84 gang related shootings resulting in 26 injuries.

SCANNING PROCESS

In January 1999, a database was developed to allow the efficient scanning of the problem. While waiting for the
database to yield analysis results, GUNTRACK personnel made traditional criminal cases against violators for
illegal firearms transfers, with limited success.

ANALYSIS PROCESS

In December 1999, analysis confirmed our suspicion that prohibited parties (i.e., felons, juveniles, non-FQID
holders) were major contributors to the gun violence problem in Joliet, This analysis also revealed several other
aspects of the problem that had not been addressed, such as gun violence as it relates to domestic violence, mentally
unstable subjects, and criminal gangs, and helped the Department structure effective traditional and non-traditional
responses to several components of the gun violence problem in Joliet were not performed prior to the initiation of
this project.

RESPONSE PROCESS

> Illegal Firearms Transfers. Every seized firearm is traced for illegal firearm transfer.

> Domestic Violence Suspects; to possess a firearm in the State of Illinois requires individuals to
obtain a Firearms Owner Identification Card (FOID). A spousal abuser convicted for the offense
of Domestic Battery or the subject of an Order of Protection, will result in the revocation of FOID
privileges and right to possess firearms.

> Clear & Present Danger Subjects; mentally unstable subjects or individuals who represent a clear
& present danger to them and others will have their FOID privileges revoked.

> Source-of-Supply of Firearms for Criminal Gangs; all gang members and associate gang members
are checked for FOID's. Firearms purchases are placed on a database and forwarded to
Investigation Division for intelligence purposes, and to initiate a proactive investigation of illegal
gun traffickers.

> Partnerships with Schools; the Department has established partnerships with the public high
schools, and assisted them to develop contingency plans in the event of a shooting or hostage
situation occurring at either of the schools.

ASSESSMENT PROCESS

> Arrests and prosecution of 3 illegal firearm traffickers has occurred,
> FOID privileges of 15 spousal abusers and mentally unstable subjects revoked.
> Firearms source-of-supply for criminal gangs identified.
> Fear of gun-violence in the high schools reduced.
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GUNTRACK Project Background

In November 1996, after attending the Problem Oriented Policing Conference in San Diego, California, the abstract of an idea for this project was

envisioned. The very broad goal of the GUNTRACK Project was to reduce gun violence in Joliet. Due to staffing limitations, the original project

only allowed personnel to minimally address the problem.

Initially, the only methodology utilized was to investigate obvious 'straw purchasers' of firearms; individuals with legitimate Firearms Owners

Identification Card (FOID), who purchase firearms legally, and illegally transfer them to prohibited parties, felons, non-FOID possessors, and

juveniles.

Supporting this project was the decision made in September 1996 for the Joliel Police Department to trace all firearms seized in Joliet through the

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.

Initially, criminal cases made against suspected 'straw dealers' were few and far between. As it so often the case with many well-intentioned

projects, the Response came before adequate Scanning and Analysis of the problem, which brings us to the GUNTRACK Project in 1999.

GUNTRACK -1999

In January 1999 GUNTRACK personnel decided to reevaluate the project. In order to adequately attack the problem of gun violence, it would be

necessary to develop a database that would allow not only for the efficient input and access of data, but to also allow personnel to implement the

SARA Model of Scanning, Analyzing, Responding, and Assessing the problem.

While waiting for the database to yield results, personnel continued to make criminal cases against violators for illegal firearms transfers, with some

success. As the year progressed, a $22,000 matching-funds overtime grant was obtained from the Illinois Youth Violence Prevention Authority by

the Department's Special Project Coordinator, allowing personnel more time to concentrate on the problem.

Before considering the data base results, it is necessary to look at the status of gun violence in the City of Joliet.

SCANNING THE PROBLEM

Scanning the gun violence data in Joliet indicated that all elements of a problem were present:

1. there were 2 or more incidents similar in nature,
2. the problem caused harm to victims and community alike,
3. the public expects the Joliet Police Department to do something about it.

Violent crime involving firearms had been on the increase since 1982, with the steady maturation of several criminal gangs in Joliet. The problem

was obvious; one only need consider the last nine years of violent crime statistics gathered by the Investigation Division.



Fortunately, even as early as 1996, there occurred a reduction in violent gun crime in Joliet, and nationally as well. There were significant reductions

in violent crime between 1990 and 1996 when this project began, 1996 and 1999, and 1990 and 1999. See Appendix 1.

VICTIMS AND SUSPECTS

As part of the problem solving process, it is necessary to identify who the victims are, and when possible, the suspects as well. See Appendix 2.

If violent crime were going down, why would there be a need for a project to reduce violent crime? Of equal importance is to try to determine the

cause of the reduction. Many in criminology are divided as to the reason for the decline.

Some him that the decline is the product of the Neighborhood Policing strategies implemented in the last ten years in the United States. Others say it

is the use of zero tolerance initiatives more reminiscent of traditional policing models of the 70's.

Many criminologists attribute the reduction in violent crime to a smaller proportion of young men now in their crime-prone years, currently at its

lowest since 1980. The traditional peak age for committing violent crime is 17. James Alan Fox, a professor at Northeastern University's College of

Criminal Justice in Boston, sees a new threat over the next 10 years as baby boomers' children reach the prime years for criminality. Fox warns of a

future juvenile crime wave so bad that "we will look back at the 1990's and call them the good old days."

In 'Trends in Juvenile Violence', Fox reports that the rate of homicides committed by adults 25 and older declined 25 percent as the baby boomers

matured, while the homicide rate among 18 to 24-year olds increased 61 percent. Added to this problem, Fox noted that the rate of homicide of

younger teens ages 14 to 17 more than doubled.

Fox further indicates that even if the per-capita rate of teen homicide remains the same, the number of 14 to 17 year olds who commit murder will

increase from today's rate of 4,000 per year to 5,000 annually in 2005 due to the population growth alone.

The prudent are not quick to cite their initiatives as the cause of the reduction in violent crime, because if there is an increase, then they must take

responsibility for the growth as well.

With this in mind, 1999 marked the first year GUNTRACK personnel were able to gather statistical information on all seized crime guns, sufficient

to adequately scan the problem. Listed below is the number and type of firearms seized in Joliet in 1999.

GUNTRACK Project Statistics - 1999



By analyzing the firearm seizures, it is obvious that the small size and portability make the handgun the preferred Joliet crime gun, constituting 84

percent of the firearms recovered. This high handgun percentage is similar to other handgun seizures over the past ten years in Joliet. See Appendix

3.

The cost of some prestigious firearm makes and types can prove prohibitive to the quick turnover of crime guns that may have to be summarily

abandoned on the approach of law enforcement. This has lead to the proliferation of cheap, so-called 'Saturday Night' specials, costing $60.00 or

less.

Appendix 4 details the analysis of the preferred Joliet crime-gun, including the exact brands and calibers of two or more firearm makes seized in

Joliet in 1999.

Regarding pistols and revolvers, it was a surprise to find that the relatively expensive Smith & Wesson was the handgun of choice, although cheap

'Saturday Night' specials account for 32 firearms, or 20% of firearms seized.

CRIME-GUN SOURCE OF SUPPLY

Prior to analyzing the gun violence problem in Joliet, there was a common Department perception that other states were the suppliers of firearms. It

is only by the complete tracing of every firearm seized that the entire scope of the problem can be determined. Listed in Appendix 5 is the source of

supply, by state, of all firearms seized in Joliet in 1999.

The State of Illinois is definitely a source-of-supply state for crime guns in the City of Joliet with 44 percent of the total recovered firearms, 69

percent of traceable firearms. The majority of the problem cannot be blamed on other states. Sixteen other states supplied only 23 percent of the

crime guns.

A significant number of unsuccessful gun traces, some 36 percent, are due to business record errors, untraceable firearms, and pre-1969 Gun Control

Act of 1968, and pre-1985 (Brady Bill) firearms (these firearms were sold before accurate record keeping was mandated). Untraceable firearms will

always frustrate the ability of law enforcement to hold all accountable for illegal firearm transfers.

A recent development may reduce the number of unsuccessful gun traces. As of February 7, 2000, the ATF has directed all Federal Firearm

Licensees who have 10 or more crime guns with a "time-to-crime" of three years or less, to report all gun trade-ins on a quarterly basis. This would

in pan have the effect of taking the pre-1969, and the pre-1985 guns, commonly called 'cold' or untraceable guns, and putting them back into the

system.

Because Illinois is a source state, it's important to know what Illinois Federal Firearms Licensees (FFL's) sold firearms that later became crime guns.

In Appendix 6 are the Illinois FFL's who sold two or more crime guns seized in Joliet in 1999, and the various types of crimes, and other

characteristics:
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> Number of crime guns in the possession of their original purchasers.
> Number of crime guns in the possession of other than the original purchaser.
> Number of felony possessors.
> Number of possessors without a FOID.
> Number of juvenile possessor.
> Number of possessor FOID holders.
> Number of stolen or found firearms; a found firearm is an indicator of a crime gun.

An FFL with a high percentage of purchaser/possessor crime guns might indicate a dealer with a more responsible business ethic, whose policy is to

avoid 'straw sales' at all cost. This dealer will in all likelihood refuse to sell the more inexpensive 'Saturday Night' specials, accessories, or armor

these types of firearms.

Similarly, if an FFL has a high percentage of secondary possessors, one might reason that 'straw sales' do occur, probably more frequently than in

the type of business mentioned above. This FFL's marketing strategy is probably targeted only on the bottom line, with no deference to the long-

term health of society, or the firearm industry; and that inexpensive 'Saturday Night' specials are sold, and those who would buy them are catered to.

An analysis of the three local Federal Firearm Licensees (FFL) with the most crime guns (25 total firearms between the three), is extremely

revealing. These FFL's are Rinks, Illinois Weapons Inc., and Mega Sports, respectively.

Rinks, just north of Lockport, Illinois in unincorporated Will County, sold the largest number of crime guns seized in Joliet in 1999, accounting for

15 firearms, or 9.4% of seized firearms; or 14.6% of all traceable firearms. 9 of these guns, or 60%, ended up in the hands of other than the original

purchaser. Rinks records are not computerized, and the disdain for law enforcement presence during GUNTRACK investigations in their

establishment is obvious.

Illinois Weapons Inc., (IWI) formerly located in Crest Hill, Illinois, and now out of business, was second in sales of crime guns seized in Joliet; all of

the 6 seized firearms ended up in the hands of secondary parties, or were found (indicator of a crime gun). The former owner, Sam Earl, is now

deceased. Over the last 3 Vi years, it has been the rule, not the exception, when a trace leads to IWI, only to find out the records of sale are 'tost or

stolen.' This would be an indicator of at least poor business skills and practices. More likely, this would be an indicator of firearm sales off the

books, or 'straw sales' done with a wink and a nudge to prohibited parties.

Mega Sports is located in Plainfield, Illinois, and is probably the distributor of the largest volume of firearms in the area. All 4 of the crime guns

emanating from this business were sourced to the original purchaser. Of the approximately 5,000 firearms sold in 1999, only 4 firearms, or .08%

came back as crime guns. Of these 4 firearms, 2 were gun tum-ins, reducing the crime guns to .04%.

The owner, Mark Daniels, is one of four Federal Firearms Licensee's sitting on the Illinois State Police FFL Advisory Board, consisting of FFL's, the

Illinois State Police and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.



Mega Sports records are computerized, and all traces through his business are handled in a businesslike manner. Mr. Daniels will not stock the less

expensive 'Saturday Night' specials, nor will he sell accessories, or gunsmith these firearms. Mr. Daniel will also not sell to individuals that come

from communities that restrict certain types of firearm ownership such as:

1. Chicago, Morton Grove, and Oak Park, with local handgun ordinances on ownership.
2. Aurora and Cook County with local ordinance on semi-automatic military style firearms.

Mr. Daniels sales policies are directed at providing services and education to the law-abiding gun enthusiast, and do not cater to others.

CRIME-GUN POSSESSOR

In scanning the gun violence problem in Joliet, one of the main components is the possessor. See Appendix 7.

An analysis of the criminal profile of gun-crime possessors indicates that of the 127 possessors, 80 individuals, or 63%, are prohibited parties; felons,

juveniles, and non-FOID holders. Any juvenile possession of firearms is intolerable, and the investigation of straw dealers to this market is our

number 1 priority; felons are a close second; other prohibited parties come in third place. At the start of this project in 1996, it was thought that there

were a considerable number of prohibited parties in possession of firearms. Until now, the picture was not clear on this issue.

In conducting investigations into how prohibited parties come by their illegal firearms, it is frustrating how often these inquiries are thwarted by

dead-end circumstances beyond the control of the investigators. These roadblocks to complete investigations include untraceable firearms, and out-

of-state purchasers and FFL's; these conditions make it difficult, if not impossible to adequately investigate these cases.

JUVENILE & FELON - ACCESS TO FIREARMS

By analyzing Appendix 8, we can attempt to identify patterns of juveniles and felons in acquiring illegal firearms. This analysis indicates that even

when there are a high percentage of traceable firearms from within the State of Illinois, it is still difficult to put criminal cases on the responsible

parties. Early on in the program, personnel recognized loopholes in the gun laws.

There is currently no requirement to report a lost or stolen firearm; three of the above cases involved firearms that were repotted stolen. When

combined with the untraceable firearms, and out-of-state purchasers and FFL's, it is obvious why efficient investigation is difficult.

CRIME-GUN PURCHASER

On the other end of the equation is the purchaser, without whom there would be no gun violence problem. Listed in Appendix 9 is the profile of the

purveyors of this problem.

An obvious disparity is apparent in analyzing the purchaser profile. While 56% of the purchasers are Caucasian, 62% of the victims are African

American.

Listed below is the current 1999 case status that varies from day-to-day. Both Straw Purchaser cases went to the Grand Jury, and no indictments

were returned. Exceptional Clearances involved cases that could be made, but would not serve justice.
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PROBLEM CLARIFICATION

After thorough Scanning and Analysis, the problem is obvious. Prohibited parties, those who cannot legally possess firearms, felons, juveniles, and

non-FOID holders, are major contributors to the gun violence problem in Joliet.

GUNTRACK GOAL

Initially, the goal of the GUNTRACK Project was to reduce gun violence. After the above scanning and analysis, the current goal of the

GUNTRACK Project is to lessen the ability of prohibited parties to acquire firearms; it is hoped that such efforts will reduce gun violence.

RESPONDING TO THE PROBLEM

As in many other projects of this type, often-incomplete analysis is done, and responses, though well meaning, are executed in haste. When this

project was initiated in November 1996, the only methodology utilized was RESPONSE #1, the investigation of illegal firearms transfers.

As previously stated, staffing limitations prior to the availability of the IVPA grant in June 1999, allowed only obvious cases to be investigated.

Towards the end of 1999, after careful scanning and analysis, personnel were able to develop and implement several other stratagems to address the

problem. These methods are listed below:

RESPONSE #1: INVESTIGATION OF ILLEGAL FIREARMS TRANSFERS

In order to track the progress of each investigation, an Investigative Worksheet was devised and is utilized for each investigation. This worksheet

can be seen in Appendix 10.

1. The chain of ownership of every recovered firearm is traced, documented, and investigated; it is only by the thorough analysis of
all recovered firearms, that we can identify the source-of-supply of illegal firearms to prohibited parties, and develop the
appropriate methodologies to reduce gun violence.

1. Whenever an illegal firearm transaction is discovered, every effort is made to prosecute the straw purchaser/seller; every
suspected straw purchaser is run through the Firearms Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP), to determine if he/she made other
firearms purchases which may have also been illegally transferred to prohibited parties.

3. Beginning January 1, 1999, each firearm with an eradicated serial number is submitted to either the State Crime Lab or the ATF;
in the past, it was necessary for a firearm to be involved in a serious crime before the State Crime Lab would try to raise the serial
number. In any event, it is important to raise the numbers to determine if the firearm is stolen, or determine if it is an attempt to
conceal the identity of a straw purchaser.

4. Each recovered firearm is placed on LEADS as a recovered firearm; this allows other police departments who have developed
programs similar to ours to discover the denouement of each crime gun.

RESULTS OF RESPONSE #1:

As a direct result of GUNTRACK investigations, three criminal cases were developed in 1999, that would have gone unnoticed but for the existence

of this project, and are listed below:
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As previously stated, a major drawback in thoroughly investigating illegal firearms trafficking is a loophole in current gun laws. There is currently

no penalty or provision in the law for failure to report a stole or lost firearm. An unreported stolen or lost firearm provides an alibi, albeit iilusory,

for the illegal firearms trafficker.

In the numerous investigations over the last 3 Vi years where probable straw purchasers gave the above alibi, and charges against these subjects were

unable to be placed because of this alibi, GUNTRACK personnel continued to monitor their activities through the Firearm Tracing Inquiry Program

by checking purchases on their FOID's. To date, none of the probable straw purchasers have made further gun purchases.

This would indicate that once a GUNTRACK inquiry was focused on a suspect, and he/she became aware of their status as a constant target of

investigation and the penalties for illegal transfer of firearms, they were reluctant to gamble the risk of criminal prosecution for illegal firearms

transfers.

RESPONSE #2: INVESTIGATION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SUSPECTS & CLEAR-PRESENT-
DANGER SUBJECTS

During 1999, it came to the attention of GUNTRACK personnel that some FOID possessors were violating provisions of the Firearms Owner

Identification Act. The below listed responses address these violations:

1. Beginning November 1, 1999, daily reports are reviewed checking every Domestic Violence case; every spousal abuser with a valid
FOID card is run on LEADS to check for a Domestic Battery conviction or valid Order of Protection; in the event a positive response
is present on either, a FOID revocation request is sent to the State Police, denying the violator from further firearms purchases.

2. Based upon the above report review process, a Domestic Violence Suspect data base has been developed, allowing GUNTRACK
personnel to continuously monitor all previously identified Domestic Violence Suspects; if these suspects are eventually served with
an Order of Protection, or receive a Domestic Battery conviction, their FOID privileges will be revoked.

3. Based upon the above report review process, subjects who threaten or attempt suicide, manifest behavior that would lead a reasonable
person to believe that he/she represents a danger to themselves or others, or who are admitted for treatment at a mental hospital or
clinic, represent a clear and present danger, and will have their FOID card revoked.

RESULTS OF RESPONSE #2:

In 1999, GUNTRACK personnel requested and received FOID revocations on fifteen subjects. Seven of the subjects' FOIDs were revoked either for

the issuance of an Order of Protection, or for Violation of an Order of Protection.
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Eight subjects' FOIDs were revoked when they represented a clear and present danger following an attempted or threatened suicide, or were admitted

to a mental hospital.

Only time will tell if the FOID revocations of the fifteen spousal abusers and Clear-Present-Danger subjects will help reduce gun violence in Joliet.

Had GUNTRACK personnel not requested the revocation of their FOID's, it is likely that all would still have the privilege to legally purchase

firearms in this State.

While it is possible that these subjects couid procure firearms by other means, through burglaries, or by purchasing black-market firearms on the

street, the GUNTRACK Project holds them accountable for their action, and precludes the Segal acquisition of firearms from individuals who

obviously should not have them.

A stumbling block to efficiently address the Clear-Present-Danger subject is the privacy right existing between the doctor/hospital and the patient.

There have occurred some incidents where it was unclear if the patient was committed to the hospital or clinic for mental treatment. Doctors and

hospitals will not provide information on their patient's condition without a Court Order, unless their condition is extreme. Due to this Right to

Privacy issue, there is an extended time delay in requesting the revocation of FOID privileges. This delay in revocation of FOID privileges allows a

disturbed person time to make more purchases of firearms.

The Clear-Present-Danger subject also has a Fourth Amendment right prohibiting unreasonable seizure of his/her firearms when the subject still

retains possession of a valid FOID.

The Department needs to review policy and procedure regarding the seizure and temporary storage of firearms from these CPD subjects for a

reasonable time to ensure complete investigation of their situation. There must be a balance between doing our utmost to guarantee that potentially

violent mentally disturbed individuals are denied access to firearms when appropriate, and at the same time not violate his or her Fourth Amendment

rights.

RESPONSE #3: PROACTIVE INVESTIGATIONS OF SOURCE-OF-SUPPLY OF FIREARMS FOR

CRIMINAL GANGS

As each seized firearm was traced, it became apparent that too many gang members (36%) were in possession of firearms. With access to the

Department's Gang Intelligence files, GUNTRACK personnel were able to begin looking at a possible source of supply of firearms to criminal

gangs.

1. Beginning December 1, 1999, non-felon gang members and associate gang members are checked for FOID cards; any positive
responses will be cross referenced with the FTIP program; potential crime guns will be identified before recovery of same;
probable straw purchasers for criminal gangs may be identified.

2. It may be possible to direct informants at known straw purchasers and develop gunrunning cases against individuals identified
through this method,

3. In the event a non-felon gang member, or associate gang member crime gun surfaces, the Investigation Division will have the
advanced intelligence to move against purchaser and criminal gang,

4. Develop a database of non-felon gang members and associate gang members FOID holders to allow ease of monitoring suspected
illegal firearms purchasers.
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RESULTS OF RESPONSE #3:

To date 997 known and associate gang members have been checked for FOID's. Of these, 32 possess FOID's; 10 have already been revoked by

means other than GUNTRACK, and 22 have valid FOID's.

Accessing the Firearms Transfer Inquiry Program (FTIP) indicates the following:

1. 4 of the 22 have at least one positive FTIP inquiry indicating one Firearm purchase;

2. 3 of the 22 have at least two positive FTIP inquiries indicating two firearm purchases;

3. 1 of the 22 have at least four positive FTIP inquiries indicating four firearm purchases,

4. FTIP responses are still pending on 5 of the FOID possessors,

5. Since the inception of this phase of the program just three months ago, no crime guns have been recovered attributable to the
target population of gang members and associates. However, very few police departments trace all recovered firearms, nor place
recovered firearms on LEADS.

Because 52% of traceable firearms end up in the hands of gang members, gang associates, and felons, this phase of the GUNTRACK Program

promises to be the most rewarding, through the identification and prosecution of straw purchasers of firearms who deal to the most violent element of

our society.

This phase of the project may also allow us to identify trends in the purchasing habits of straw purchasers; as it is often said, 'if it is predictable, it is

preventable.'

As part of this phase of the program, as soon as practical, the remaining gang members and associate gang members will be processed similarly.

RESPONSE #4 PARTNERSHIPS WITH SCHOOLS

Based upon the influx of shootings in schools nationwide, the Department SWAT team, the Special Operation Squad (SOS), developed partnerships

with the public school system. District 204, reviewing their emergency plans for such events.

This partnership included the following:

> Review and consult on all emergency plans such as lockdown and evacuation drills.
> Provide security during lockdown and evacuation drill practices.
> Conduct training sessions with teachers detailing the capabilities of the Special Operation Squad in the event of a crisis.
> Implementation of a school takeover scenario.

ASSESSMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The GUNTRACK Project has allowed this Department to analyze the gun violence problem in Joliet, and identify mechanisms, that with time, will

likely aid in a reduction of the problem.

These mechanisms are:

1. Investigation of Illegal Firearms Transfers
2. Investigation of Domestic Violence Suspects & Clear-Present-Danger Subjects
3. Proactive Investigations of Source-of-Supply of Firearms for Criminal Gangs
4. Partnerships with Schools

9



The first mechanism has been of limited success over the past 3 Vi years due to the loopholes in the gun laws regarding the repotting of stolen or lost

firearms. Also, these types of investigations are extremely time-consuming, and many of the suspected straw purchasers are disinclined to talk to the

police without a lawyer present.

However, investigations into suspected straw purchasers may act as deterrence to repeating the act, even if an arrest and prosecution does not occur.

The second mechanism has been more promising with 15 FOID revocations of Domestic Violence Suspect, and Clear-Present-Danger Subjects, and

allows intervention to those who represent an extreme danger to themselves and others. Since November 1, 1999 when GUNTRACK personnel

began to review all reports of Domestic Violence and suicidal subjects, 10 subjects have had their FOID's revoked, on a pace to double our

revocations of last year.

The third mechanism promises to be the most rewarding in reducing gun violence, because 52% of traceable firearms end up in the hands of gang

members, gang associates, and felons. This phase of the GUNTRACK Program promises to be the most rewarding, through the identification and

prosecution of straw purchasers of firearms who deal to the most violent element of our society.

The fourth mechanism has allowed the Department to establish partnerships with the public high schools, and develop contingency plans in the event

of an active shooter, or hostage situation occurring at either of the schools.

Agency and Officer Information

The GUNTRACK Project was initially developed and implemented in 1996 by a Sergeant (now a Lieutenant in the Tactical Unit) and a Patrol

Officer within the Neighborhood Oriented Policing Team (NOPT), who handled the bear's share of the workload. Towards the end of 1999, as other

mechanisms were developed to address the problem, more members were brought in to assist as needed. Currently there are 7 officers who provide

support to the project.

As an incentive, members involved in the project could receive overtime on a limited basis, however, members had to at least match their overtime

hours with on-duty hours. This overtime was made available by a grant from the Illinois Youth Violence Prevention Authority.

The Boston strategy to prevent youth violence and the San Antonio Youth Firearms Violence initiative served as guides and motivators in addressing

the gun violence problem in Joliet.

All members of the Joliet Police Department received training in problem solving prior to the initiation of this project. Also, those members assisting

with this project received additional training in gun tracing by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.
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The problem-solving model could not be faulted during the execution of this project. The model helped identify problem areas regarding training

issues. Approximately 10 percent of the ATF tracing forms are incorrectly or inadequately completed, adding unnecessary time in identifying

probable illegal traffickers, and unnecessarily duplicating effort. GUNTRACK personnel are developing a lesson plan to address these training

issues.

Department-wide training is also being developed to educate all sworn personnel in the GUNTRACK mechanisms. If successfully implemented,

members should be able to intervene and deter gun violence by providing more immediate attention to our valued customers, the citizens of Joliet,

Illinois.
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* This number does not include 'GUN TURN-IN FIREARMS. Beginning in the year 2000, all seized or turned in to the Department,
will go through the tracing process.

** Because some cases are still open and under investigation, these statistics are not final figures, and are subject to change.









Date and Initial

1. Place recovered firearm into LEADS.

2. Obtain all pertinent reports and place with permanent file.

3. Check the possessor and on scene associates for FOID status, short rap sheet, CQH, and CQR.

4. If applicable, check the possessor and al! associates through FTIP -fax 217-782-9139, Attention: Cheryn Wahl.

5. If applicable, check the possessor and all associates through Project LEAD-fax 312-886-7383, Attention: Deb

Mero.

6. Upon receipt of the ATF trace results, check the purchaser for FOID status, short rap sheet, CQH, and CQR.

7. Check purchaser through FTIP -fax 217-782-9139.

8. Check the purchaser for multiple purchases through Project LEAD-fax 312-886-7383.

9. Determine if an Other Criminal Offenses Report code 5000 should be opened.

_ 10. Check the purchaser on PIMS to determine if he/she made a stolen firearm report.

11. Obtain a copy of Federal Form 4473 documenting the sale of the firearm.
12. If applicable, obtain purchaser's fingerprint card for signature comparison to Federal

Form 4473.

13. Check the purchaser/possessor with the States Attorney for any recent felony or domestic
battery convictions, or orders of protection.

14. Check with States Attorneys Office for status of case pending against the possessor, to
evaluate possible cooperation to determine source of supply of the firearm.

Note: A FOID revocation letter will be sent to the Illinois State Police when any of the parties encountered display one or more of the
following reasons for revocation:

Felony Conviction, Domestic Battery, Order of Protection, Clear and Present Danger, Involvement in Illegal Transfer of a Firearm,
Violation of the Firearms Owner Identification Act.


